Upcoming November-December, 2019 Classes

See the ACL website agecomputer.org for complete class description and future classes.
REGISTER ONLINE (Classes will be cancelled 48 hours ahead if not enough enrollees.)

Tech Devices

New Techie Gifts (Deal of the Month – Wednesday, November 13 at 1:00 pm – $10)
There are so many new tech devices on the market that sometimes we can’t decide which are good and which are not useful. We will discuss in depth the Top Ten Tech Devices for Seniors, including locators for lost keys or other items, GPS walking cane, smart watches, thermostat, blue-tooth, light dimmers, GPS insole trackers, Skype and Face-time, tablets, medication monitors, online estate repositories, or useful apps for our smartphones. This is a lecture-based seminar with some hands-on learning about new technologies on the market, how they work, and where to buy them.

Internet Security

Keeping it Safe Online (Thursday, November 14 at 10:00 am – $25)
There are reports constantly in the news of people and businesses getting "hacked." That is, having their accounts or their computers compromised, and sometimes even losing their information in the aftermath of an attack or breach. There are new ways to avoid annoying ads and enhance internet security. We will go over ways to strengthen the security on your computer and protect your information from being lost. We will also address these same issues as they relate to cell phones and tablets.

Apple Applications

Apps for iPhone and iPad – Sharing Ideas (Thursday, November 21 at 1:00 pm – $25)
Come and have coffee and enjoy sharing ideas with other iPhone and iPad users. In this session we will review favorite apps in a variety of categories: travel, entertainment, games, health/fitness, food, and outdoors. We will go over ways to strengthen the security on your computer and protect your information from being lost. We will also address these same issues as they relate to cell phones and tablets. Bring a list of your favorite apps. We will choose one or two in several different categories to demonstrate. We all have favorite apps we use. Let’s share and make our mobile life easier.

Cloud Storage

Cloud Storage and Backup (Deal of the Month – Monday, December 2 at 1:00 pm – $10)
There are many benefits to storing your data in the cloud, such as availability, security, reliability and, perhaps most important, ease of management. The big tech companies all provide some form of general purpose cloud storage: Apple iCloud, Google Drive, Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive, and Amazon Drive. In this class, we’ll provide an introduction to the various types of cloud storage, discuss the highlights of the most popular providers, and discuss the best practices of when to use what service.